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Receiving questions on picking up stocks like adani gas,Apollo pipe,Bajaj Steel

early!!(Lot of failures too) Since they wanted the success pick, I wanted to write a

detailed thread!!

@SouravSenguptaI @Atulsingh_asan

@MashraniVivek @Rishikesh_ADX

@RajarshitaS @nid_rockz

First of all understand its not only picking a stock,Its also about holding on to the trade and time frame we are trading,we are

trading weekly or monthly time frame!!

Weekly charts are tough to trade because it takes more strength and dedication.

.

To trade weekly charts, you must make your judgments on the weekends and not formulate any changes until the next

weekend. For most traders, this is very hard to do. Result in the seduction and move a stop loss or wish to protect your

profits and exit the market prematurely.

To train yourself not to look at the market during the week is a tough thing to do. So Most people don’t think of trading

weekly charts.

My understanding is that there is plenty of money that can make trading weekly charts, clearly because limited

traders can do so.

To create wealth in the markets, you have to step where the normal traders do not step. Weekly charts are one of those

places.

Stock Selection!!

For a stock to run it need a catalyst(may be a news ,Future earnings etc)

But Do you have time for all this??

So how do you find??

I track the stocks which has abrupt rise in Volume!! you can use chart ink, @MashraniVivek price and volume screener!!
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Carefully pick them up according to your

Setup,I prefer breakout with good build up on resistance!! Clear explanation on my Trade setup i have shared before,Go

through for more details!!

My Best wishes ■

Jai Hind!!
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